
MINUTES OF MEETING DATED 25.7.2010 
 
Members present : Mr vijay Parikh, Mrs neeta Parikh, Mr Kamesh Bajpai, Mr sumit 
agarwal, mr saurabh agarwal, mrs smita kanodia, mr sushil gupta, mr amit awasthi, mr 
ashutosh misra, mr sanjay srivastava 
 
The meeting began with an exhaustive and in depth analysis of our working till now in 
the form of powerpoint  presentation by Mr Kamesh bajpai , which helped us analyze the 
progress so far and improvements needed step by step 
 
Decisions taken : 
 
1 ) Mrs Smita Kanodia has been looking after Azad Nagar  school and has prepared 
quantitative data of students of each class I to V performance on prep level test. It was 
found very necessary for evaluation of each student current position. Mr amit awasthi to 
conduct prep level as well as that particular class level test for each government and 
home school before 31st july. 
 
2 ) As per mr amit awasthi , 40 % students of  rakhi mandi , rawatpur and makrikhera and 
almost 100 % in vijay nagar and parampurwa home schools have changed. We must 
know the reason, if they have joined proper schools, it is an achievement which must be 
documented. If they have left due to some other reason, it may be our failure to keep 
them interested, so amit for rakhi mandi and parampurwa and ashutosh for the three other 
schools must visit each students home , who have left school and fill reason in history 
card after proper verification and get it signed by the parent.Before 7th august 
 
3 ) Kameshji to look after studentwise progress, and design and monitor the data for 
which sarthi charts to be forwarded to him.  
 
4 ) It was observed that despite having a full time principal, the organizations objectives 
are hardly met in terms of quality education which we wish to impart in our schools and 
our vision to make our schools comparable to convent schools. The reason is that our 
teachers are not given performance targets and there is no systematic pressure on teachers 
to ensure result oriented working. It is primarily the responsibility of Mr Amit Awasthi to 
ensure that the academic environment as per our vision is created in each school on 
which he shall work more seriously with a time target of two months , within September 
we want our schools to be compatible study and disciplinewise to the best schools. He 
will spend more time in each school . 
 
5 ) Mr Amit awasthi to find atleast two more deserving teachers for each school who 
must qualify our written test and will be waitlisted so that in case some teacher does not 
follow instructions / does not perform, she can be replaced. 
 
6 ) Directors also to look for a experienced and professional principal who can develop 
systems and run the show more professionally . In that case Mr Amit will assist him as 



vice principal. It was felt that since we are going to increase our scale of activities by 
adopting more schools, we need such a person. 
 
7 ) The pamphlet which we are distributing for motivating parents to send their children 
to schools to be redesigned, to make it more appealing 
 
8 ) We have to find out that there are on an average 240 children present in Azad Nagar 
School, how many more students are there who are getting scholarship but not attending 
school 
 
9 ) Mr Sanjay Srivastava who was terminated one week back due to lack in performance 
was inducted back after his assurance to give results. The work shall be divided such that 
Mr amit awasthi shall  look after academics , quality of teaching, overall development of 
children, administration, management and motivation of teachers, extra curricular 
activities, educational and movie shows, activity room development etc so that the prerna 
schools be known for their quality of education and Mr sanjay to look after increasing 
student strength, government liaison, sanitation , ensuring books, spending of funds in 
correct direction, green kanpur work , all other support activities etc 
 
10 ) One activity room to be developed in each school where extra room is available ( 
barra, gujaini, khalasi lines ) which will have indoor sports, library and other activity 
content to be developed by Kameshji. We can include art, craft, debates, elocution, 
educational movie shows , music etc in the activity period. Each day must have an 
activity period so that children can enjoy also.  
 
11 ) Parents teacher meeting to be organized between 15th – 30th august and this time Mr 
amit will ensure indivisual interaction with parents and getting feedback from each parent 
which is to be properly recorded . there will be two tables for teacher and principal 
separately and each parent must meet both teachers and principal. Mr Amit to write down 
the points for counseling of parents and show us before 15th august. 
 
12 ) Prerna shirts to be provided to prerna staff – amitji, sanjay and ashutosh. 
 
13 ) Mr Amit Awasthi and Sanjay to jointly ensure that electricity connection is provided 
in all adopted schools before end of august 
 
14 ) It was felt that the directors personal involvement is needed to monitor the teaching 
style in the schools and improve the standard of teaching imparted. Mrs Nita Parikh shall 
be personally guiding staff and teachers at Khalasi Lines school, Mr Saurabh Agarwal 
Bena Jhabar School and Mr sushil gupta Babupurwa school. Mr RC sharma of crea shakti 
transport shall be joining us from next month and babupurwa school has been adopted on 
his account. 
 
15 ) Ms Sushil Gupta to visit Police lines school and surrounding bastis to see whether 
actually it is not possible to get more students there as pointed out by mr sanjay 


